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What is Config?

Config helps you audit and govern cloud resources in a centralized manner. It continuously records and evaluates the
configuration information and change operations of different types of cloud resources in different regions under your
account. This helps you efficiently monitor resources and regulate Ops.

What can Config do?

Config can do the following:

Streamlined operational management

If your resources are deployed in multiple regions, their management and Ops are decentralized, leading to
troublesome Ops and inconsistent configurations. Config aggregates and displays resources by type and region and
supports search. In this way, you can easily stay up to date with the overall status of the current cloud environment.

Continuous compliance management

Different enterprises have different potential compliance issues for cloud IT management. To address them, Config
offers compliance rules and packs based on Tencent Cloud's best practices to automatically execute continuous
compliance evaluations for cloud resource configurations under your account. This helps you promptly govern cloud
resources and efficiently monitor them.

External and internal audits

When you manage and manipulate IT resources in the cloud, you may frequently modify resources and resource
configurations. To respond to external or internal compliance regulations, you usually need to provide resource Ops
records timely. However, manually querying such records can be very inefficient. To tackle this problem, Config can
record the configuration changes and automatically generate resource configuration timelines to help meet the
following needs:

1. Resource configuration lifecycle record 
Config records the configurations and changes of each resource from creation, so that you can quickly locate the
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resource configuration history and relevant change operations on the timeline. This makes it easier for you to
perform problem review and audit analysis.

2. Configuration record delivery service 

You can deliver the resource configuration history and configuration lifecycle records to a COS bucket for storage.
Then, you can quickly provide historical data requested by regulators.

Who should use Config?

Config's target customers are those in need of audit and governance for their cloud resources in diverse industries,
such as finance, gaming, retail, government affairs, and healthcare. Target users are usually team members
responsible for cloud resource management, such as cloud Ops, audit, and security personnel.

How do I get started with Config?

You can quickly activate Config as instructed in Getting Started. For detailed directions, see Operation Guide.

How is Config billed?

Config is free of charge during the beta test. You can try it out by referring to Getting Started. If other Tencent Cloud
services are involved when you use Config features, they will be billed according to their respective billing rules. For
more information, see Purchase Guide.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1164/51497
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1164/51498
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1164/51496
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Which Tencent Cloud services and resource types does Config
support?

For more information, see Supported Resource Types.

Why aren't some resources displayed in the resource list?

After you activate the Config service, modify the monitoring scope, or manually update the resource snapshot, Config
will be triggered to update all information of all resource types. As the data volume is high, it takes about 15 minutes to

pull, generate, or update the resource configuration snapshot.

Why is the resource configuration information displayed in Config
different from the configuration information of the same resource in
the product's console?

In the following scenarios, the resource configuration information displayed in Config is different from the configuration
information of the same resource in the product's console:

1. If a resource configuration field of the product is not one of the configuration items defined in Config, this field won't
be displayed in the Config console.

2. If a resource configuration field of the product is one of the configuration items defined in Config, but its change
operation event failed to be reported to CloudAudit, then the change of the configuration information cannot be
captured by CloudAudit and Config. As a result, the configuration information of the same resource in the Config
console and the product's console differ.

3. If there is a high data volume under your account, it will take about 15 minutes to pull, generate, or update resource
configuration snapshots, after which the data will be updated.

Why isn't a configuration change operation displayed on the resource
timeline?
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https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1164/51495
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After you change a resource configuration, Config will notice the change within 15 minutes. If you restore the
configuration to the original one within this period, Config may not generate the change record.

How far back can Config record the configuration data?

Config retains the resource information and configuration history in the last year by default. If you want to retain a

longer history, you can create a tracking set to persistently store the configuration data. For more information, see
Delivery Service.

How often are the configuration histories on the resource timelines in
Config delivered to COS?

Configuration histories are delivered to the COS bucket at 00:30 every day.

How can I use more rules?

You can submit a ticket to describe your required rules in detail. For the rule format, see Supported Managed Rules.
Config and CloudAudit teams will jointly review your application and determine whether to provide your required rules

as managed rules.

Why isn't a set rule triggered for evaluation?

If the rule is set to be triggered periodically, evaluation will be performed only at a fixed time point. 
If the rule is set to be triggered when the configuration changes, after it is bound, it will be triggered only when the
configuration of the associated resource changes. 
On the rule details page, you can manually trigger a rule for audit again to quickly get the latest evaluation result.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1164/51539
https://console.tencentcloud.com/workorder/category
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1164/51503

